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   Newsletter  I  December 2018

Where did the year go? Its been a busy and
sleepless year, but we wouldn't change it for
the world! Our hearts are full of joy for all that
God has been doing in Mwana Ministries
and in the Mukomba family.  Kimberly and
Daniel will turn 18 months on the 26th
December, no longer babies but little people
with desires and characters of their own. 
Daniel loves to chat; he is able to say a
number of English and Bemba words and he
loves to kick a ball or push his wheel around
the garden.  Kimberly loves climbing, playing
in the sandpit and helping mummy in the

kitchen! Thankfully mummy now gets the occasional full nights sleep, which has helped give enough
concentration to write a newsletter!   

Mwana Mission.  Due to my commitments with Daniel and Kimberly, Evans has been leading the
Mwana Mission team each week in Kalingalinga, Chipata and Chazanga compounds.  A compound is
a high density community of informal houses.  Chipata has 150,000 people living in an area of 2km
square.  Unemployment is around 90%, with many families surviving on selling basic products like
vegetables or charcoal.  Crime, prostitution and alcohol abuse are widespread problems.  Each year
when we restart Mwana Mission after the rainy season, we find the children in Chipata to be
particularly badly behaved and struggling to learn.  This is due to high levels of illiteracy and
malnourishment, and oppressive satanic forces caused by the witchcraft practiced in the area.  
However as we press on in prayer and continue to teach the word of God, by the 5th or 6th week we
always experience a breakthrough!  Although not present in the meetings, my heart is still there as I
weekly write the lesson plans and puppet scripts.  The children are so special to us, and we long to
help each one, but we have to stick to what God has called us to do, preaching the gospel, as we
know that Jesus can bring hope and change to their difficult lives.  

                       Chipata Children                                                             Chazanga Children
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 “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.” Matthew
28v19-20

With 15 years experience in child evangelism, I know how easy it is to see many children giving their
lives to Jesus.  This makes great photos but this is not what we are aiming for!    As we teach the word
of God each week, we aim to have children who are confident of their salvation and therefore don’t lift
their hand to receive Jesus at each opportunity!  We are thankful to God, that this is what we are
seeing in many of the children we minister to.    

Mwana Media.  With Tommy Time Four in the final editing stages we are excited with how the finished
programmes are looking and can’t wait to see it back on air.  Preparation for Tommy Time 5 has started
with script writing and song writing.  If you have any stories that might help us, please feel free to share
them.  Also pray with us for broadcast contracts and for new stations to buy the programmes.

Mwana Building.  Our three bedroomed
rented accommodation is becoming
increasingly insufficient for our needs;
Kimberly and Daniel’s cots now share my
office!  We have had an architect redraw the
designs for a warehouse type studio, a
separate office block, a missionary guest
house and a home for ourselves.  We have
some money to start building our own home
in 2019, but we need a lot more money to
complete the whole project.  Please pray
and believe with us for financial miracles!

Mwana Action.  Jones Musonda has now
completed his third year of his four year
nursing degree and he is doing amazingly

nursing degree and he is doing amazingly
well, look out for his documentary that will
be released on our youtube channel in
January!  Levy Chilola will also start studying
nursing in 2019.  Mercy Kabunda has just sat
her grade nine exams.  Kenneth Mwanga is a
new boy we will be supporting, he has not
been going to school in 2018 since his mum

was made unemployed and there was no-one else to support him. Tanya, Adeola and Tawanda are
doing well in Zimbabwe.

A massive thank you to all who support us in prayer, in finances and in practical ways.  We pray God to
bless you all.  

Wishing you a very Happy Christmas and a blessed 2019.

Love 

Janey, Evans, Daniel and Kimberly

Praise Points 

Mukomba Family healthy and blessed.  
Fruitful year in Mwana Mission.
Mwana Mission volunteers stepping into new roles of
responsibility.
Tommy Time Four almost complete
God's faithful provision for all aspects of the work.

Prayer Points

Mukomba Family - Strength and wisdom.  
Completion of Tommy Time Four.
Signing of new contracts with broadcasting stations.
The children who attend Mwana Mission - protection
and provision.
All Mwana Action children to excel in their studies. 

Mwana Ministries seeks to reach the children of Africa with the good news of Jesus
Christ. 
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